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Garrison Public House
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60, Sylvia Park
286 Mt Wellington Highway
Auckland
09 573 1212


Sunday - Tuesday: 12pm - 9pm
Wednesday - Saturday: 12pm - late


Book NowFunctions Enquiries

For many years, Garrison has been the ‘big brother’ of Sylvia Park’s dining precinct, the go-to place for tried and true Kiwi hospitality where bigger is better and consistency is king. You’ll come to know us for our quick service, spacious comfort and buzzing atmosphere. Step out of the hustle and bustle and give in to a peckish bite, bev, or sit-down.
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Our Spaces
[image: ]Full Venue
Cocktail 450 | Seated 450

Boasting a huge interior complete with multiple spaces, private breakout room and covered outdoor courtyard, Garrison is the perfect spot for groups of 200 or more looking for private hire.

[image: ]Restaurant
Seated 80

Observe our Chefs in action on one side and the world go by on the other in our semi-private restaurant abundant with atmosphere and natural light. Sit back, relax and enjoy your evening while our experienced and friendly wait staff deliver you and your guests exceptional table service, food and beverages, so you needn’t lift a finger. Choose from our set menu or buffet menu options and we’ll take care of the rest.

[image: ]Social Area
Cocktail 30  |  Seated 22

Slightly elevated and away from the main bar, this fuss free semi-private space is perfect for small dining groups or a relaxed social gathering. With wrap-around couches you’ll feel right at home for a good old catch up with colleagues or friends while enjoying one of our set menus or a la carte menu.

[image: ]Carbine Room
Cocktail 60  |  Seated 40  |  Theatre 40  |  Boardroom/U-shape 20

Located upstairs away from the hustle and bustle of the bar and cafe below, the Carbine Room is a private area ideal for meetings, seminars, celebrations, cocktail events and private dinners. With in-built data projector and screen, you’ll be set for your next presentation or gather with friends to view a movie or sporting event. With the added features of a sound system, air-conditioning and free Wi-Fi, the Carbine Room is second to none for its ease and versatility. Private bar and bartender available on request.

[image: ]Bar and Windows
Bar Cocktail 80  |  Windows Cocktail 50

The spacious and energetic main bar area is the perfect place to mix and mingle, pull up a bar leaner, grab a bite to eat and enjoy a thirst quenching beverage. Choose to start in the Bar prior to enjoying a seated dinner or keep it casual and order from our delicious pizza and platter menu by reserving a couple of leaners or booking the entire area. This area has plasma screens, a big screen with HD projector and free Wi-Fi. Roped off areas and specific seating arrangements by request.

[image: ]Covered Outdoor Courtyard
Cocktail 100

The large and versatile alfresco courtyard provides the perfect haven for those wanting to soak up the sun during summer and also provides protection from the elements during winter. Book the whole courtyard or an area for smaller groups, nibble on all your favourites from our substantial menu matched with your chosen drop, then let our experienced team do the rest. Relaxed dining tables or casual cocktail style seating available with the option to have an outdoor bar and hire a dedicated staff member. Free Wi-Fi and heating included. Smoking permitted in parts of this area.
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Enquire Now

What's On
[image: ]Footloose Fridays
Every Friday 
Show details[image: ][image: ]Footloose Fridays

Celebrate the weekend with live DJs every Friday at Garrison, from 6PM til late!

Whether you've come in for lunch, a cheeky drink or a big celebration, our talented DJs will make sure you stay late and start the weekend right.
DJ Ryeski plays the perfect recipe of 80s, 90s, 00s to get take you back in time and hit the dancefloor with a cold one in hand.
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Event Pack

NameEmail Address

Thanks for your interest, a member of our events team will be in contact shortly. In the meantime, you can view an event pack HERE


View Event Pack
Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.



Map & directions








View Our Menu
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Location
60, Sylvia Park
286 Mt Wellington Highway
Auckland

Click Here For Directions
Get In Touch
 
What is your enquiry about?
StarSocial
Marketing
Finance
HR
Events & Functions
Operations
Group Bookings
Careers
Lost & Found

What region are you from?
Auckland
Bay of Plenty
Hamilton
Wellington





Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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Star Group
Welcome to Star Group! A network of over 50 establishments across the North Island, united by StarSocial Rewards.

PO Box 132 278 
Sylvia Park 
Auckland 
1644[image: ][image: ]










